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In a discussion between members of two cultures, there are two
ingredients that are necessary:

1) both sides must share the explicit knowledge from both sides;

2) both sides must share the tacit knowledge from both sides.
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The main problem is: 

     each side can of course use its own tacit knowledge, but

     each side usually does not know its own tacit knowledge.
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Therefore, each side has to become aware of its own knowledge:

             what is needed is “knowledge of knowledge”



An example:  In the New York Times, an American journalist flew in an
                      airplane with the Japanese prime minister and a group of
                      Japanese journalists.  The American journalist wrote:

      “The Japanese journalists continued to complain about the heat”

and he did not realize that 暑いですねえ has an implicit or tacit meaning, which
is quite different from the explicit meaning.

explicit meaning: 暑いですねえ :  It is hot, isn't it!

tacit meaning: 暑いですねえ :  this can have many different meanings, depending on
                                                       context:  just a friendly sharing of feelings; or a sign to
                                                  take off your coat and neck tie, to be more informal.

For the American journalist, visible knowledge: those Japanese just keep complaining.

For the Japanese journalists, invisible knowledge: let us be more relaxed with each other.
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Knowledge diagram:

This is all that we normally know, if we don't reflect on what we know.
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Usage diagram:

This is all that we normally can use, even without knowing/reflecting.
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Internal Knowledge of knowledge diagram:

If we learn to reflect, we can begin to know our own tacit knowledge.
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Shared Knowledge of knowledge diagram:

And when we know more of what we know, we can share more knowledge.
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Usage of Knowledge of knowledge diagram:

And when we can share more, we can then use more knowledge.



To sum up:

● Within a single community, knowledge of knowledge is not required:

        1) just use tacit knowledge, no problems

● Between two different communities, we need several steps:

        1) internal usage of tacit knowledge needs to be made explicit

        2) this knowledge of knowledge needs to be communicated

        3) only then can both sides use tacit knowledge of both sides



Now all of this looks reasonable and logical, but . . . .

. . . . can we really transform tacit knowledge into explicit knowledge?

Let us look again at our first example.

Now all of this looks reasonable and logical, but . . . .

. . . . can we really transform tacit knowledge into explicit knowledge?

Let us look again at our first example.

explicit meaning: 暑いですねえ :  It is hot, isn't it!

tacit meaning: 暑いですねえ :  this can have many different meanings, depending on
                                                       context:  just a friendly sharing of feelings; or a sign to
                                                  take off your coat and neck tie, to be more informal.

The question is: can we really expect to translate 暑いですねえ into a
single formula, a single meaning, something that we can transmit in a
single message from one person to another?
Hmmm. . .  There may be far too many shades of meaning involved.
Perhaps what we really need is to form a common, shared environment.
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Usage of Knowledge of knowledge diagram:

Instead of this usage model, of making implicit knowledge explicit . . . .
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Usage of Knowledge of knowledge diagram:

 . . . . in fact, the following model may be much more realistic.

?    ?    ?    ?    ?    ?   ?

Communication of tacit knowledge by sharing, not by explaining



An example: a collaboration between 8 scientists:

                      2 astrophysicists,  2 geologists,  4 paleontologists,

                      from 7 different institutes



I was the editor for this 8-author article.  
It was the most difficult paper that I have ever edited!
After half a year of trying to write bits and pieces,
with no success, I realized what the problems was:

    Even though everybody was very friendly in sharing
         what they knew they knew;
    they could not share what they didn't know they knew.

In physics, a single experiment can decide whether a theory
    is right or wrong.
In paleontology, many observations are needed, and only the
    combination of many observational results can make a theory
    more plausible, but still not definitely right.
So there is a very important shift in methodology, from
    physics to astrophysics to geology to paleontology.

However, each scientist tends to learn only one methodology!



Therefore, after half a year, I invited all my co-authors to come
to Princeton for a long weekend.

We started on Friday afternoon just talking about our own interests, 
and then we had a good dinner, with drinks.
On Saturday morning, after we had gotten to know each other better,
we started to review why we had so much difficulty understanding
each other.  Each person explained what he/she did not understand
about the reactions of the other.
Only on Sunday did we begin to write again.  Soon we could finish
the whole paper.

What I learned that weekend was:

       Formal knowledge can be transferred in a formal way,
       but informal, tacit knowledge needs an informal atmosphere,
       a more playful atmosphere, to be transferred by sharing.
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Usage of Knowledge of knowledge diagram:

Instead of this usage model, of making implicit knowledge explicit . . . .
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Usage of Knowledge of knowledge diagram:

 . . . . in fact, the following model may be much more realistic.

?    ?    ?    ?    ?    ?   ?

Communication of tacit knowledge by sharing, not by explaining



Conclusion:

Explicit knowledge, written rules, formalized knowledge:
      this can be communicated by writing and verbal explanations.

Tacit knowledge, unwritten rules, implicit knowledge:
      this can be communicated by sharing in a playful immersion.

Implications:

Research within a discipline can seem to be rather formal, because
      it rests on a shared basis of many years of playful immersion in
      the same kind of atmosphere . . . but:

Interdisciplinary research needs to start with playful encounters,
      to create a new basis upon which a shared tacit understanding
      can be build, from scratch.









Two examples of seminars in the
Program of Interdisciplinary Studies, 
by a literature scholar and a mathematician
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